Abstract. In this paper we consider classes of functions / : R -» K. The maximal additive class for the family QjU of quasi-continuous functions with closed graph is equal to the class of all continuous functions. We also show that the maximal multiplicative class for QJA is equal to a class of continuous functions, which fulfil an extra condition.
Introduction
Through out this paper R denotes the set of all real numbers, and we consider R and R x R endowed with their natural topologies. The symbol R K stands for the set of all functions / : R -> R, and the symbols C, Const, Q, V, B\ and U denote the subsets of R® consisting of all continuous, constant, quasi-continuous, Darboux, Baire-one and functions with closed graph, respectively. Moreover, we set We will also use the following abbreviations. For T and Q nonempty subsets of R r , the symbol TQ denotes the set J-C\Q, and the sets are called maximal additive, multiplicative, maximum and minimum classes for the family of functions T, respectively.
In 1986 Grande and Soltysik [4] showed that C* = {/ G C : / = 0 or f(x) ± 0, for all x G R}.
• [7] , 1992), MaiVBiQ) = C (Banaszewski [1] , 1992), (see also [5] ).
Ma(Q)=C,
In 1987 Menkyna [6] considered real functions on a locally compact normal space X and obtained two results, which, for the particular case X = R, take the form
Ma{U) = C,
In this paper, we prove the following theorem that supplements the above listed results.
THEOREM. With the above notations, we have
Our terminology and notations are standard. The symbols T+Q and T-Q denote the respective sets {f+g :
denotes the set of all continouity points of / and G(f) C R x R denotes the graph of /.
Definitions and useful lemmas
In the proof of the Theorem we will use the following characterization of quasi-continouity (see [3] , p. 526) 
Quasi-continuous functions
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We will also use the following properties (their easy proofs are left to the reader):
if le f then MmiT) C T.
C-QcQ, C + UcU.
For g G QU discontinuous at some xo G R we have lim g(x) = g(xo) and | lim g(x) |= +oo, or ^g^ X-tX 0 X->X 0 lim g(x) = g(xo) and | lim g(x) |= +oo.
The proof of the Theorem Part (a)
By (1) and (7) we obtain C + QU C QU, so C C M a (QU). Now we shall show this inclusion can be reversed. Let g G M. a (QU) be arbitrary fixed. We claim that g G C. If this were not so, g would be discontinuous at some xq G R. Notice that g G QU-Consider the first condition in (8) . Now we shall show this inclusion can be reversed. Let g G M m (QU) be arbitrary fixed. We claim that g EC*. Assume this is not so. We shall prove first that g is continuous. In the opposite case there is xq £ C(g). Observe that g G QU. We will consider the first condition in (8) . Let us assume that lim + f(x) = +oo. Let xi > xq be a point such that f(x) > 0, for every x G We define fi : Part (c) Let g : M -> R. Choose XQ G M for which there is a sequence (x n ) n such that x n y xo and lim n _ >00 g(x n ) = g(xo) (the set of the points xo G R for which there is no sequence with the latter property is countable). We define fi : R -> R as a function given by the formula Of course /4 G QJA and h = max(/4, c?) ^ U (because (xo, <7(xo)) G
cl(G(h))\ G(h).)
Hence M m ax{QU) = 0-With similar argumentation we can show that M m in{Qtt) = 0.
•
